Tan Boots
For Women
Tans have won their way to favor as a smart dress boot. Recognizing this tendency we have provided an unparalleled stock of all styles, including suede top. Tan Russia foxtail, all Tan Russia and Golden Brown kid, button and lace in regular and extra high cut.

Prices from $3 to $7.

Our window display shows the possibilities for matching fashionable costumes in Tans and Browns. Special novelties in Purple Boots.

Alexander
Sixth Avenue and Nineteenth Street.

CHINA WELCOMES TAFT.

The most memorable furniture that can be constructed. It is not only neat and of strange appearance but especially comfortable. Our new and approved changes are not in a half, and our stock is complete in large Comfort Chairs, heavy Tables, Bookcases, Doors and other odd articles for all the name is in the house.

Mission is ideal for the Library, Hall, Bedroom or Den.

GEO C FLINT CO
42-45-47 WEST 29TH STREET